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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays there has been increasing demand for high power factor and good power quality in the current drawn from the utility. Energy saving and low electromagnetic interference become the public concern and are now the major issues of many industries. The development of switched mode power electronics and equipment's also creates some problems of power supply industries. Due to switching characteristics of the power electronics causes the low power factor and harmonic distortion high. Low power factor adds up the losses in transmission and hence overall cost of power transmission increases. In the field of power electronics there has been a lot of research done in power conversion techniques. The following literature motivates the designing of boost power factor correction (PFC) converter.
Many power electronics topologies used for power factor correction circuits. A survey was done on single phase power factor correction circuits in [1] where, classification is done according to line current waveform and performance of circuits. A classical two stage approach includes the combination of two converters based on an energy management. In low power applications with low cost in order to maintain the harmonic regulations single stage converters are the best solutions. The boost converter is widely used because of simplicity, small inductor and high efficiency. Total harmonic distortion (THD) is the main factor while designing of power factor correction and designers always try to minimize the percentage of total harmonic distortion. Active PFC can comply with IEC61000-3-2 and gives the high-power factor nearer to 1. Though passive PFC have simple and rugged circuitry, but they cannot operate on universal input range and fail to correct the nonlinear loads. Active PFC uses the controller with boost converter and able to minimize the THD up to 7.4% in [2] .
In any PFC converter, as the input energy is pulsating it requires a storage element to provide the constant supply to the load. The capacitor used in PFC converters generally has a high voltage swing. To reduce the voltage swing in capacitor the series inductance interval topology operates in discontinues mode [3] . Depending on current through boost inductor during switching cycle, boost converter switch operates in current conduction mode and discontinues conduction mode. In current mode control the controller senses and limits the peak inductor current and tries to follow the desired sinusoidal current wave shape [4] . In order to increase the efficiency of PFC system bridgeless converter topology eliminates the forward voltage drop in the line current [5] . A design-semi bridgeless rectifier consist of two boost converter which operates complementary to each other at time uses the sliding mode control techniques [6] .
To address the ripple component in PFC control systems, many controller designs uses the different control techniques. The ac-dc converter with pumped storage energy tank regulates the power configured by an inductor with switches and diodes. The input power decoupled into ac components and dc components ensuring the constant power output from the converter. There is small ripple present in the output voltage and hence the size of the capacitor also reduces [7] . Similarly, the power decoupling concept uses in photovoltaic and energy storage application in order to increase the reliability and performance of the system. Earlier in PV system, the single-phase inverters contain the double line frequency power in pulsating nature but by introduction of active elements such as switches in inverter topology we can easily utilize the decoupled power [8] .
Linear controllers are unable to perform optimally over the whole operating range, resulting in poor transient response and instability. In For high line voltage and light load conditions [13] proposes the technique which can minimize the distortion and phase lead of the line current, it enhances the power quality and total harmonic distortion. In order to cancel the adverse effect of the phase leading currents due to filter capacitor the proposed method introduces the average inductor current reference and utilizes the duty ratio feedforward techniques. The hardware implementation of prototype model uses the DSP board for implementing the control algorithm. Experimental results show the given model reduces the switching losses due to switching dead zone, also it helps to improve the power factor especially in high line voltage and light load condition. In electrical vehicles, AC/DC converters has one input power factor correction stage. The controller was designed based on the control Lypunov function which eliminate the low bandwidth voltage control loop and operates with faster dynamic response [14] .
In this work a parallel buffer with a bidirectional boost converter configuration as then rectifier part and boost circuit. S1 is the Mosfet switch, D is the diode used in boost converter and C is the capacitor. The switching frequency of converter is quite greater than the supply frequency and hence to store the energy a big size of capacitor needed.
The general goal of the PFC boost converter is to turn the switch S1 on and off rapidly with a varying duty cycle in order to make the input current (Iac) sinusoidal and in phase with the input voltage (Vac). The circuit operates in two mode-when mosfet switch S1 is on and when switch is off. When mosfet switch is closed, the inductor energized by ac 
where is the known phase of the AC source and is the amplitude of the reference current. * can be split into ac and dc components as -* = * + * (4) * ≜ 2 (5) * = |sin | − 2
Hence the inductor current error signal ≜ * −
As ac current component causes ripple in the capacitor voltage (2) rather than avoiding ripple voltage, it is included in desired capacitor as an ac term * ≜ * + *
Hence output voltage error signal
From equation (8) term * used for reference capacitor voltage ripple, hence * also consist of same ripple. Actual and reference * cancels out and error signal will have only dc voltage error signal. Put values from (4) and (7) in equation (2).
is the control input which is also split into and . In designing of ̇ * , integrator like high pass filter used as we want ̇ * to be purely ac as desired. Hence derivative of the ripple voltage as follows 
Like equation (5) and (6) we can easily define ac and dc components of the input voltage and substituting those values in above equation will get-
We can identify dc and ac terms in designing of and respectively.
2 is a positive feedback gain. The current control loop should be tuned for fast dynamic response with respect to voltage control loop.
̇= − 2 (20)
STABILITY ANALYSIS
We begin by defining a positive definite Lypunov function ( ) as follow 
As function is positive definite and ̇ is negative semi-definite we can conclude that , ,̃∈ ℒ ∞ . From closed loop error dynamic equation (15) we conclude that ̇∈ ℒ ∞ . also ̈∈ ℒ ∞ . As is lower bounded, ̇ is negative semi-definite, and ̈∈ ℒ ∞ By using
Barbalat's Lemma {slotine book) we can states ̇→ 0 as → ∞ .Hence from equation (24) as → ∞ the errors , → 0.
As the controller input ∈ [0,1] so saturation also applies to and . From (13) the reciprocal of is bounded and by assumption ̂∈ ℒ ∞ hence * ∈ ℒ ∞ . From (11) in order to prove ̇ * ∈ ℒ ∞ we are interested in , , * , * , signals. From (5) and (6) * ∈ ℒ ∞ . Hence it proved ̇ * ∈ ℒ ∞ , filter ( ) is bounded input bounded output stable. As * , * , ∈ ℒ ∞ it proves that ∈ ℒ ∞ . Following control block diagram motivates the designing of controller algorithm. For experiment, the boost converter protoboard was used with NI module and results were verified. The controller algorithm was executed in LabVIEW FPGA environment. The boost converter protoboard was modified according to the hardware requirements for power factor correction circuit. The experimental results show the convergence of error signals and power factor nearer to unity value. In future scope, the given controller design can be compared with the advanced PFC controllers and performance can be evaluated.
